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“RSABI is exactly what farming needs” commented a recently assisted farmer

Stay Well Farm Well
The previous 12 months witnessed a significant
increase in the number of working farmers and
crofters seeking support from RSABI. While the
reasons that prompt an initial call to our helpline
vary - money worries, illness and relationship
issues to name but a few - the one thing they can
have in common is an impact on mental wellbeing.
Stress and anxiety can impact the farm and family
as well as motivation and mood, so it is important
to get help as early as possible.
It is important we all take time to talk
People often fail to recognise they are suffering
from poor mental wellbeing, especially when
working alone. While physical symptoms such as
headaches, IBS indigestion and migraines signal
stress; social changes too, perhaps recognised
by others can be a sign that things ‘aren’t quite
right.’ It is important we all take time to talk when
we see changes in someone; self-help only works
when someone recognises they have a problem,
and many don’t. Talk about their feelings and
encourage them to get some help.

You can support RSABI’s work
by donating to our Supporter Scheme
or attending our events

The RSABI Annual Golf Day takes place at Edzell
Golf Club, Angus on Friday 14 June. Visit us at
our Royal Highland Show Pavilion Stand with
Watson Seeds and introduce a friend or business
to our Supporter Scheme. RSABI Great Glen
Challenge 2019 takes place for an 8th year on
Friday 30 August.
Learn more at www.rsabi.org.uk

Our helpline is available from 7 am to 11 pm,
every day of the year
RSABI has a range of support for working farmers
and crofters and we are now able to offer a helpline
call out service - many farmers receive a regular
call to make sure they are okay. On a practical
level we organise independent business reviews
for those struggling emotionally and financially
to explore opportunities for the business to be
more profitable or easier to manage. We work
with the Farm Advisory Service to ensure that
reviews are relevant to the farmer concerned. To
help get things moving again, we can liaise with
statutory agencies and creditors and can stay on
the farm for animal welfare visits and inspections
as a support to the farmer.
RSABI ensures farmers in crisis have the essentials
they and their families need, including food
vouchers, help for heating and emotional support,
until the crisis is over. Counselling services are also
accessed until NHS services become available.
Our expectation is for an increase in the number
of requests from working farmers and crofters
for support. RSABI’s holistic service is ready to
help those in need to move forward.

£25,000 raised for RSABI and CHAS

A tractor and loader were both kindly donated
by JY Meikle and Co, Mains of Airleywight Farm,
Bankfoot at their displenishing sale undertaken by
United Auctions. The Meikle family represented by
Alistair Meikle and David McFarlane are pictured
proudly presenting cheques for £12,500 each
to Ewan Pate (Chairman) of RSABI and Maxine
Campbell of CHAS at a gathering in February.
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Chairman John Bannatyne of the Scottish National
Fat Stock Club presented a fantastic cheque for
£1980 this March to Andrew Dunlop, RSABI
Development Officer for South East Scotland.
The funds were originally raised at the LiveScot
Rib Roast Auction before Christmas.

Spring 2019 has witnessed strong support for RSABI
with a host of new supporters coming forward

to help raise in excess of £80,000 for our Scheme overall. In addition general donations since April last year
have generated over £225,000 to help people in Scottish agriculture. Thank you to all our fantastic donors.

Visit our homepage to view the Spring listing of Supporter Scheme members and our annual summary of
donors for 2018/19. Join the Supporter Scheme today as an individual, business or corporate organisation
at www.rsabi.org.uk or call 0300 111 4166.

Proudly Supporting RSABI Spring 2019

Join our supporter scheme as a business
supporter for as little as £150 a year.
BUSINESS

£150 over a year funds 4 case officer visits to help agricultural
people get back on their feet during troubled times.

SUPPORTER

Join today | www.rsabi.org.uk | 0300 111 4166
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